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Students are required to wear face masks (22)
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Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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LISSE - Students from Fioretti College arrive for the first lesson. Primary and secondary education will be reopened after pupils have had a longer Christmas holiday. The cabinet decided to extend the holiday to control the spread of the corona virus. ANP RAMON VAN FLYMEN
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LISSE - Fioretti College students in a classroom follow physical education. Primary and secondary education will be reopened after pupils have had a longer Christmas holiday. The cabinet decided to extend the holiday to control the spread of the corona virus. ANP RAMON VAN FLYMEN
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LISSE - Fioretti College students are required to wear face masks in the hallways to prevent further spread of the coronavirus. Primary and secondary education will be reopened after pupils have had a longer Christmas holiday. The cabinet decided to extend the holiday to control the spread of the corona virus. ANP RAMON VAN FLYMEN
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THE HAGUE - Preparations are being made in the run-up to the inauguration of the new Rutte IV cabinet on the platform at Noordeinde Palace. This marks the end of the longest running formation of 271 days in Dutch history. ANP JEROEN JUMELET
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LISSE - An empty classroom at Fioretti College. Primary and secondary education will be reopened after pupils have had a longer Christmas holiday. The cabinet decided to extend the holiday to control the spread of the corona virus. ANP RAMON VAN FLYMEN
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LISSE - Fioretti College students in a classroom follow physical education. Primary and secondary education will be reopened after pupils have had a longer Christmas holiday. The cabinet decided to extend the holiday to control the spread of the corona virus. ANP RAMON VAN FLYMEN
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LISSE - An empty classroom at Fioretti College. Primary and secondary education will be reopened after pupils have had a longer Christmas holiday. The cabinet decided to extend the holiday to control the spread of the corona virus. ANP RAMON VAN FLYMEN
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LISSE - Students of the Fioretti College are waiting for the first lesson. Primary and secondary education will be reopened after pupils have had a longer Christmas holiday. The cabinet decided to extend the holiday to control the spread of the corona virus. ANP RAMON VAN FLYMEN
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